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Abstract—Reconfigurable systems gained great interest in a wide range of application fields, including aerospace, where electronic

devices are exposed to a very harsh working environment. Commercial SRAM-based FPGA devices represent an extremely interesting

hardware platform for this kind of systems since they combine low cost with the possibility to utilize state-of-the-art processing power

as well as the flexibility of reconfigurable hardware. In this paper we present OLT(RE)2: an on-line on-demand approach to test

permanent faults induced by radiation in reconfigurable systems used in space missions. The proposed approach relies on a test circuit

and on custom place-and-route algorithms. OLT(RE)2 exploits partial dynamic reconfigurability offered by today’s SRAM-based FPGAs

to place the test circuits at run-time. The goal of OLT(RE)2 is to test unprogrammed areas of the FPGA before using them, thus

preventing functional modules of the reconfigurable system to be placed on areas with faulty resources. Experimental results have

shown that (i) it is possible to generate, place and route the test circuits needed to detect on average more than 99 % of the physical

wires and on average about 97 % of the programmable interconnection points of an arbitrary large region of the FPGA in a reasonable

time and that (ii) it is possible to download and run the whole test suite on the target device without interfering with the normal

functioning of the system.

Index Terms—Aerospace; On-Demand Test; On-Line Test; Permanent Faults; Radiation Effects; Reconfigurable Systems;

SRAM-based FPGAs.

✦

1 INTRODUCTION

The interest in employing FPGA-based reconfigurable sys-
tems in space applications is growing more and more [1],
[2], [3]. Several reconfigurable systems are going to be
launched in space in the next few years, e.g., the Polarimet-
ric and Helioseismic Imager Data Processing Unit that will
be hosted on the ESA Solar Orbiter [4] (launch planned in
2018) and the Fraunhofer On-Board Processor (FOBP) [5]
(launch planned in 2020). These very expensive projects
rely on high-end radiation-hardened mature FPGA devices
with very high costs and lower performance compared with
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the latest commercial FPGAs. On the other hand, today’s
commercial SRAM-based FPGA devices represent the most
interesting technological platform for research projects that
need high performance and low cost at the same time. Such
devices provide a significantly larger amount of resources
and they can be dynamically and partially reconfigured,
thus allowing performance increase, energy efficiency im-
provement, and fault tolerance enhancement [6]. Moreover,
such devices are significantly cheaper than radiation hard-
ened ones.

Radiations in the atmosphere may damage electronic
devices employed in space systems [7], [8]. In particular,
radiations may induce both instantaneous and long-term
damages. Instantaneous damages are Single Event Upsets
(SEUs), i.e., modifications of the content of memory ele-
ments in the device, and Single Event Transients (SETs), i.e.,
transient undesired electrical impulses [7]. Looking at the
SRAM-based FPGA technology, SEUs have particularly ad-
verse effects on the configuration memory of such devices,
since, by modifying the content of the configuration bits,
they may permanently corrupt the structure of the system
implemented in the FPGA itself (until a reconfiguration
of the device is performed) [9]. The long-term damages
induced by radiations on electronic devices are caused by
the Total Ionizing Dose (TID), i.e., the accumulation of charge
trapped in the oxide layer of transistors in CMOS circuits [8].
TID first causes a degradation of the performance of the
system, in terms of timing and power consumption, because
of threshold voltage shift and leakage current increase, and
ultimately it may also cause the complete destruction of
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parts of the system, and thus functional failures.
In the area of fault detection in FPGA devices, a lot

of work has been done in the last two decades, address-
ing hardware structural defects due to the manufacturing
process [10], [11], [12], [13]. More recently, some work
about detecting SEUs in the configuration memory has been
published [14], [15], [16]. On the other hand, the problem
of detecting faults induced in FPGA devices by the long-
term exposure to radiation has not yet exhaustively been
explored. In the related work section the advantages and
drawbacks of several approaches related to fault detection
in FPGA devices will be discussed in details.

In this paper we present OLT(RE)2: an on-line on-
demand approach to test permanent faults induced by
radiations in the routing resources of SRAM-based FPGAs
that are generally employed in reconfigurable systems used
in space missions. The proposed approach relies on a test
circuit, composed of a Test Pattern Generator (TPG) and an
Output Response Analyzer (ORA), to test the physical wires
and the Programmable Interconnect Points (PIPs) located
between the TPG and the ORA, i.e., the Nets Under Test
(N-UTs). Moreover, the approach exploits a new place-and-
route algorithm, named U-TURN, specifically designed to
maximize the amount of routing resources tested by each
test circuit. Once the test circuits have been mapped, placed-
and-routed, they are stored and they can then be used
for the on-line on-demand testing activity. In particular,
the testing procedure is meant to be launched before a
functional module is placed on the FPGA, i.e., it is not
intended for testing already occupied reconfigurable areas.
More in details, the OLT(RE)2 approach exploits partial
dynamic reconfiguration to place the test circuits at run-time
on the free areas of the FPGA to test them before using these
areas to place the functional modules when required. In this
way it is possible to prevent the functional modules of the
reconfigurable system to be placed on faulty areas of the
FPGA at run-time. OLT(RE)2 aims at helping designers in
making the use of high-performance state-of-the-art com-
mercial SRAM-based FPGAs viable for space applications.
Moreover, OLT(RE)2 could help in those scenarios, such
as low-cost academic micro- and nano-satellites, where the
high cost of radiation hardened FPGAs is unaffordable.

The basic idea underlying OLT(RE)2 has been proposed
in a preliminary version (before any implementation was
performed) in [17]. The structure of the test circuits and
a preliminary experimental evaluation has been presented
in [18]. W.r.t. the previously published work, the current pa-
per presents the completely new place-and-route algorithm
used to place and route the test circuits in the design phase;
moreover, the complete OLT(RE)2 CAD flow is presented; fi-
nally, an extensive experimental evaluation of the proposed
approach on a wide range of FPGA families (Spartan-6 and
Virtex-4, -5 and -6) is discussed. In this paper, we focus
on the detection of faults before a functional module is
placed on a reconfigurable region utilizing partial dynamic
reconfiguration. Methods for the additionally required fault
mitigation of permanent faults have been proposed in [17]
utilizing patching macros.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 reviews the published research work related to
testing of FPGAs and reconfigurable systems; Section 3

presents the main terms used in the paper; Section 4 dis-
cusses the effects of radiations on FPGAs; Section 5 presents
the OLT(RE)2 approach, the test circuits, the place-and-route
algorithm and the OLT(RE)2 CAD flow; Section 6 present
the experimental results achieved by the proposed testing
approach and, finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2 RELATED WORK

The approaches to FPGA testing can be classified in two
families: application-independent and application-dependent
ones.

Application-independent methods, such as [10], [11],
[12], [13], are meant to detect structural defects due to the
manufacturing process of the chip. These approaches are
intended to be performed off-line, by the FPGA manufac-
turer, and they target every possible fault in the architecture
without any consideration of which parts of it are actually
used by a given design. These techniques generally employ
multiple test configurations and the associated ad-hoc gen-
erated test patterns. Each test configuration is intended to
test a subset of the possible faults of the chip.

On the other hand, application-dependent methods,
such as [14], [15], [16], [19], focus only on those resources
of the FPGA actually used by a given system. For this
reason, these techniques are meant to be applied by the
end-user of the FPGA device, either off-line or on-line,
after the system design has been defined. The rationale
behind these techniques is that an FPGA-based system
occupies only a subset of the resources provided by the
FPGA device. Therefore, it is sufficient to demonstrate that
the resources used by the implemented system are fault-
free to guarantee the correct operation of the system itself.
Application-dependent methods have been proposed for in-
service testing of both structural defects [14], [15], [19] and
SEUs [16].

Permanent faults caused by the TID have not yet been
extensively addressed by testing techniques. In the last
years, the ongoing shrinking of the feature size of the CMOS
technology made SEUs the predominant radiation effect in
electronic devices. Thus, researchers focused much more
on the detection of SEU effects than on TID. Nevertheless,
the significant voltage scaling and the dramatic increase of
the number of transistors make TID again significant in
modern space electronics [20]. To the best of our knowledge,
the only work addressing the problem of detecting faults
induced in FPGA devices by the long-term exposure to
radiation is the one reported in [21]. This work focuses on
the architecture used for testing reconfigurable areas inside
an FPGA device, i.e., the Configurable Logic Blocks (CLBs)
and on the scheduling of the test activities. On the other
hand, little information about how the test circuits and
associated test patterns are generated is given. Moreover,
the presented test architecture addresses any possible faults
in those resources of the FPGA device actually used by the
implemented design, leaving out the remaining resources.

It is worth noting that manufacturing defects and
radiation-induced permanent faults have very similar ef-
fects under a functional point of view. Indeed, in both
cases open and short faults may be observed during the
functioning of the system. Therefore, many ideas belonging
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to application-independent testing may be borrowed and
reused by approaches aiming at detecting permanent effects
of radiations. As it has been discussed above, application-
independent techniques exploit multiple configurations of
the FPGA, each one intended to test a subset of the re-
sources available in the device. These test configurations
are generally composed of a Test Pattern Generator (TPG)
that provides input stimuli to the set of resources under test
and of an Output Response Analyzer (ORA) that observes the
output of the resources under test and determines whether
they are faulty or not. These techniques may additionally
be divided into two sub-categories: Comparison-based and
Parity-based [22].

In the Comparison-based techniques, such as the ones
presented in [13], [23], the ORA knows both the expected
output (associated with the input stimuli generated by the
TPG) and the actual output produced by the resources
under test and by comparing them it is able to determine
whether a fault occurred in the system. The main drawback
of these techniques is that they are not able to detect faults in
the TPG and those faults that do not interfere with the actual
output of the resources under test, i.e., equivalent faults.
Parity-based testing techniques, such as [24], [25], have been
introduced to overcome these limitations. Here, the TPG
additionally calculates a parity bit on its outputs; in turn,
the ORA calculates the parity bit on the received signals. By
comparing these two parity bits the ORA is able to detect
the occurrence of a fault in the resources under test. In this
way the ORA does not need to know the expected output
but it only relies on the parity bit produced by the TPG,
therefore, also faults affecting the TPG and the equivalent
faults may be detected.

Parity-based testing approaches may be additionally
classified in two families: single parity [24] and cross-coupled
parity [25]. In the single parity-based techniques, the TPG
is an n-bit counter, producing n+1 output bits (the last bit
is the parity bit calculated on the previous n bits). The
ORA receives n+1 input bits, calculates the parity on the
first n bits and compares it with the received parity bit.
The drawback of single parity-based techniques is that some
faults in the TPG and some equivalent faults may still not be
detected by the ORA. Moreover, it is vital that the parity bit
is sent on a fault-free wire. In cross-coupled parity-based
techniques the TPG is composed of two independent n-
bit counters, let us call them TPG_a and TPG_b; each TPG
produces n output bits plus one parity bit. Similarly, the
ORA is duplicated: ORA_a receives the n input bits from
TPG_a and the parity bit from TPG_b; conversely, ORA_b
receives the n input bits from TPG_b and the parity from
TPG_a. In this way all the faults occurring in the TPGs and
all the equivalent faults may also be detected.

OLT(RE)2 falls in the category of on-line application-
independent cross-coupled parity-based testing techniques.
OLT(RE)2 provides the basic building blocks for an on-line
on-demand testing procedure for reconfigurable systems:
the test circuit and the place-and-route algorithm needed
to exploit them.
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Fig. 1. A summary of the FPGA resources terminology.

3 TERMINOLOGY

In this section we provide some basic terminology that
will be extensively used in the rest of the paper. We refer
to Figure 1 (a screenshot of a Xilinx FPGA, taken from
the Xilinx FPGA Editor tool) that shows a portion of an
FPGA, highlighting the main components considered in the
OLT(RE)2 flow, that are:

• Slice: the basic logic building block of an FPGA. A slice
includes the configurable resources for the implemen-
tation of Boolean functions, as well as flip-flops and
carry-propagation logic.

• Configurable Logic Block (CLB): a group of several slices
and interconnection resources.

• Switch Matrix (SM): the basic configurable interconnec-
tion component in the FPGA architecture. A SM allows
the designer to define the routing of the signals within
the FPGA.

• Physical Wire (PW): a hardwired non-configurable in-
terconnection between either two switch matrices or a
switch matrix and a slice.

• Pin: a connection point between a slice and a PW. In
case the direction of the signal goes into the slice, the
Pin is called InPin; OutPin otherwise.

• Wire: a connection point between a PW and a SM. In
case the direction of the signal goes into the SM, the
Wire is called InWire; OutWire otherwise.

• Programmable Interconnection Point (PIP): a configurable
connection between two wires belonging to the same
SM. It is worth noting that multiple PIPs are connected
to the same InWire as well as multiple PIPs are con-
nected to the same OutWire.

4 EFFECTS OF RADIATION ON SRAM-BASED

FPGA DEVICES

As discussed in the introduction, radiations in space may
cause both instantaneous (SEUs and SETs) and long-term
(TID) damages in electronic devices. Since the OLT(RE)2

approach is specifically intended to detect permanent faults,
in the following we leave out the discussion about SEUs and
SETs, referring the reader to more specific papers [7].

The Total Ionizing Dose (TID) is the effect of the accumu-
lation of the charge injected by radiation in the oxide layer
of transistors in CMOS circuits. The amount of accumulated
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charge obviously depends on the exposure time, the flux
of the particles and their Linear Energy Transfer (LET),
i.e., the amount of energy that ionizing particles transfer
to the material traversed per unit area. TID first causes a
global decrease of the device performance: transistors slow
down (due to the voltage threshold shift) and the power
consumption increases (due to increased leakage current). A
secondary effect of TID is the increase of the SEU and SET
sensitivity of the circuit. Finally, TID may make regions of
the device totally unusable, thus causing permanent faults.
When looking at SRAM-based FPGAs, an additional effect
of the transistor’s threshold voltage shift caused by TID is
the loss of reconfigurability of the device [8].

In modern FPGAs, the routing resources represent up to
90 % of the whole chip area [26]. Therefore, the OLT(RE)2

approach focuses on the detection of faults occurring in the
routing architecture of FPGA devices. When a permanent
fault occurs in an FPGA device, the fault may affect either
the routing resource itself, i.e., the fault directly damages
physical wires, or the configuration resources associated
with routing resources, i.e., the fault affects PIPs. In the
former case the functional effect of the fault is a stuck-
at 0/1, i.e., the signal on the wire is stuck at the logic
value 0 or 1. In the latter case the functional effect of
the fault is a stuck-off/on, i.e., the PIP remains unpro-
grammed/programmed [22].

Other faults may affect the routing structure of an
FPGA device, i.e., bridges, breaks on wires and permanent
faults in pass transistors. Nevertheless, we argue that these
faults typically appear directly after the manufacturing of
the device and thus, they may be detected through post-
manufacturing tests executed by the chip manufacturer.
Since the proposed approach is meant to be applied at
runtime, we do not consider these faults.

5 THE OLT(RE)2 TEST APPROACH

5.1 Overview of the Proposed Approach

The overall goal of OLT(RE)2 is supporting on-line on-
demand testing of dynamically reconfigurable systems
based on SRAM-based FPGAs. More in details, OLT(RE)2

exploits dynamic partial reconfiguration capabilities offered
by modern SRAM-based FPGA devices to place previously
ad-hoc designed, placed-and-routed test circuits on the re-
configurable areas of the system. These test circuits are
meant to be placed and run before a functional module of
the reconfigurable system has to be placed, in order to verify
whether the area where the functional module will be placed
is faulty or fault-free, thus avoiding to place the functional
modules on faulty resources of the device and globally
increasing the reliability of the reconfigurable system.

From a very high-level point of view, the OLT(RE)2

approach can be summarized in the following steps:

• a test circuit is designed, composed of a test pattern
generator, an output response analyzer and several nets
under test;

• the test circuit is placed-and-routed multiple times
(thus each placed-and-routed test circuit will test a
subset of the routing resources of the Area Under Test)
in such a way as to maximize the amount of resources
under test while minimizing the number of test circuits
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Fig. 2. An example switch matrix.

(and thus the number of reconfigurations required at
run-time);

• place a test circuit at a time on the Area Under Test.
Once the test circuit is placed, there is no interaction
between it and the IOBs. Indeed, the test circuits inter-
nally generate test stimuli that are propagated to the
resources under test and then received and analysed by
an output response analyzer that determines whether
the resources under test are faulty or not;

• Finally, the result of the test is stored in (distributed)
memory elements that are accessed through memory
readback. By knowing the resources occupied by the
failed test circuit it is also possible to identify a subset
of possible faulty resources, thus performing a coarse-
grained fault diagnosis.

It is worth noting that the proposed testing approach
focuses on the majority of the routing resources available
in an FPGA device. The only routing resource that are cur-
rently not supported by OLT(RE)2 are the routing resources
connected to DSPs, the block RAMs, the carry chains and
the clock distribution resources.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that OLT(RE)2 is suitable
for a wide range of Xilinx FPGA families, including Spartan-
6, Virtex-4, -5 and -6. Due to its modular structure, OLT(RE)2

can be extended to work with other Xilinx FPGA families.
Additionally, the methodology can be utilized for FPGAs
from other vendors.

5.2 Routing Faults Test Principles

In order to better understand the proposed approach, we
will first recall concepts related to fault detection in the
routing resources of an FPGA that can be found in the
literature [22]. Let us consider as an example the switch
matrix shown in Figure 2. The switch matrix has 6 PIPs
(namely α, β, γ, δ, ϵ and ζ) and 7 PW (namely a, b, c, d,
e, f and g). Let us call PIP-UT the PIP under test and PW-
UT the physical wire under test.

When the target is on stuck-at faults on physical wires
or stuck-off faults on PIPs, the PW-UT and the PIP-UT are
the first PW and the first PIP to which the output of the
TPG will be connected. The rationale behind this is that it
is enough to use a routing resource and to write on it both
a logic 1 and a logic 0 to be able to detect stuck-at 0/1 and
stuck-off faults. Therefore, looking at Figure 3, we see that
the N-UT crosses PW a and PW d and PIP β. Therefore, the
N-UT will detect stuck-at 0/1 faults on a and d and stuck-off
faults on β.

On the other hand, when the target is on stuck-on faults
on PIPs, two nets under tests are needed, each connected to
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one of the two ends of the PIP-UT (as shown in Figure 4,
where the target is a stuck-on on β). It is worth noting that
in this case none of the two N-UTs actually uses the PIP-UT.
The idea behind this is that a stuck-on fault on a PIP may
cause a short between two nets. Thus, by routing two N-
UTs through the two ends of the PIP-UT we actually check
whether the two nets are shorted (and thus the PIP-UT is
stuck-on affected) or not. Note that, apart from the stuck-on
fault on β, the two N-UTs also test stuck-at 0/1 faults on a,
b, c and d and stuck-off faults on α and γ.

The principles discussed above have been integrated in
U-TURN, used to place-and-route the test circuit.

5.3 The Test Circuit

The test circuit on which OLT(RE)2 relies (see Figure 5 for
a very high-level representation) is composed of a TPG and
an ORA. All the connections between the outputs of the
TPG and the inputs of the ORA represent the resources
under test. More specifically, all the physical wires and
all the PIPs connecting TPG and ORA represent the nets
under test (N-UTs). In the current version of the test circuit
(originally designed for the Xilinx Virtex-4 family of devices,
that provides 4-input look-up tables) the test circuit has
8 N-UTs. When designing the test circuit we defined the
following goals:

• Detect 100 % of the faults in the routing resources of the
Area Under Test;

• Detect the largest possible amount of faults in the
resources occupied by the test circuit itself;

• Occupy the smallest possible amount of resources of
the FPGA, in order to be applicable also when a large
part of the resources of the FPGA is already occupied.

The functional block-level structure of the designed test
circuit is depicted in Figure 6: the clock and reset signals
that are fed to the test circuit are generated by dedicated
modules, in order to make the testing structure entirely

TPG ORA

Switch 

Box

Nets Under Test

Wire PIP

Fig. 5. The high-level representation of a test circuit.
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Circuit
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Fig. 6. The structure of a test circuit.

independent of the region of the FPGA on which it is
placed. No external clock and reset signals are used and no
input/output buffers are employed. Therefore, it is possible
to change the Area Under Test by only re-placing the test
circuit, without any change in the logic. The result of the test
is stored in dedicated LUTs configured as distributed RAM,
whose content can be read-back at the end of the testing
activity. A ring oscillator is used to generate the internal
clock signal. A parametric n-bit shift register pre-loaded
with n 1s is used to generate the reset signal. The start-
checking circuit has been added to the test circuit to verify
whether the test circuit has been correctly configured and
the test correctly started. Some faults may prevent the test to
start at all: in such a case, although a fault actually occurred,
the ORA would not be able to detect any misbehaviour.

In more detail, the TPG is composed of two 2-bit coun-
ters, each placed into two 4-input LUTs and using two flip-
flops (thus, each counter occupies only one slice). One of
the two counters is an up counter, i.e., counts from 0 up to
3, and produces an even parity bit; the other counter is a
down counter, i.e., counts from 3 down to 0, and produces
an odd parity bit. The ORA is composed of two analyzers,
one for each counter, each occupying one 4-input LUT (thus,
the whole ORA occupies only one slice). By comparing the
received 2-bit state with the received parity bit each analyzer
is able to determine whether a fault occurred in its input
wires or in the associated counter. We point out that we
verify the correctness of the used DRAM before placing
the testing circuit by writing both 0/1 and reading back
the values. The detailed structure of the testing circuit is
depicted in Figure 7.

In the remainder of the paper, for the sake of simplicity,
we refer to placement-and-routing of TPG, ORA and N-UTs,
when referring to the placement-and-routing of the whole
test circuit.

5.4 The U-TURN Place-and-Route Algorithm

The U-TURN algorithm represents the core of the OLT(RE)2

testing approach. The basic idea is that the previously
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Fig. 7. The detailed structure of the testing circuit.

presented test circuit, composed of a TPG, an ORA and
8 nets under test is placed once and then the N-UTs are
routed multiple times (through multiple iterations of the U-
TURN algorithm). By changing the routing of the N-UTs
(and leaving unaltered the placement of TPG and ORA)
it is possible to test different resources in the Area Under
Test. Each run of U-TURN will thus generate a placed-
and-routed test circuit that will cover a given subset of the
routing resources available in the Area Under Test. In par-
ticular, after a set of dedicated experiments, we discovered
a technological constraint on the Xilinx architectures: each
single net (and thus also each network under test in our
approach) can occupy (and test) no more than 100 PIPs,
and thus no more than 101 physical wires. The constraint
of 100 PIPs was chosen as a result of experiments concluded
on different Xilinx devices and families. When utilizing too
many PIPs in one net, the signal on the particular net shows
accumulated jitter and slew rate degradation, eventually
resulting in failing circuit functionality. The effect is de-
pending on device family, temperature, supply voltage, and
process variations. Choosing a limit of 100 PIPs guarantees
a stable test circuit operation across all device families and
environment conditions. In the following, we will introduce
the TPG and ORA placement algorithm and the N-UTs
routing algorithm.

5.4.1 The TPG & ORA Placer

In a typical reconfigurable system, an FPGA is partitioned
in a static region and a reconfigurable region. The reconfig-
urable region is the area where functional modules can be
dynamically placed; therefore the content of the reconfig-
urable region may change at run-time. The static region is
the area of the FPGA where all the structures required to
support the dynamic reconfiguration of the reconfigurable
region are placed; thus, the content of the static region is
fixed. OLT(RE)2 focuses on faults in the routing resources of
the reconfigurable region (since it relies on partial dynamic

Static Region Reconf. Region

Area 

Under 

Test

Fig. 8. The Area Under Test.

1: Function U-TURN()
2: testedResources← ∅
3: divide the Area Under Test into n sub-areas under test
4: for each Sub-Area Under Test ai do

5: Place TPG and ORA
6: for each PIP piput in ai do

7: testingCircuit← ∅
8: for each output tpgj of the TPG do

9: smut ← getSwitchMatrix(piput)
10: route tpgj to pipUT according to the targeted fault
11: nut← N-UT Router(piput, 0)
12: testedResources.add(getAllUsedResources(nut))
13: route nut to input j of the ORA
14: testingCircuit.add(nut)
15: end for

16: save testingCircuit
17: end for

18: end for

19: EndFunction

Algorithm 1: The overall placement and routing algorithm.

reconfiguration), while the static region has to be tested with
dedicated approaches.

Let us assume the FPGA in Figure 8 as an example
where the right-bottom dark-grey box represents the Area
Under Test. Let us also refer to Algorithm 1 that presents the
pseudo-code of the placement algorithm. The first step that
the algorithm performs is the division of the Area Under
Test into N non-overlapping sub-areas under test (line 3 of
Algorithm 1). The testing procedure will focus on one of the
obtained sub-areas at a time. When testing a given sub-area,
TPG and ORA are placed in one of the remaining sub-areas
under test (line 5 of Algorithm 1); in this way TPG and ORA
do not occupy resources belonging to the sub-Area Under
Test, that can therefore be entirely tested. Moreover, it is
worth noting that TPG and ORA are always placed in one
of the sub-areas under test (and thus always into the Area
Under Test itself): in this way we ensure that the testing
procedure does not interfere with the functioning of the
modules placed outside the Area Under Test (see Figure 9
for an example of partitioning of the Area Under Test and
placements of TPG and ORA).

After placing TPG and ORA (which will remain in the
same position for the test of an entire sub-area), the U-
TURN algorithm has to be iterated multiple times in order
to generate all the test circuits needed to entirely cover the
Sub-Area Under Test. For each test circuit, each output of
the TPG has to be routed through the Area Under Test (line
10 Algorithm 1) and then to an input of the ORA (line 13
Algorithm 1). It is worth noting that, although each test
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Fig. 9. An example partitioning of the Area Under Test and placement of
TPG and ORA.

circuit covers multiple resources, the generation process of
a test circuit focuses on one PIP, the PIP under test (PIP-
UT, piput at line 6 of Algorithm 1). The connection between
the output of the TPG and the starting point of the N-UT
depends on which fault the N-UT is meant for (as discussed
in the previous section).

5.4.2 The N-UTs Router

The N-UT router is one of the key component of the
OLT(RE)2 approach. Once the output of the TPG has been
routed to the PIP-UT (line 10 of Algorithm 1), the recursive
N-UT_Router algorithm is run to build the N-UT (line 11 of
Algorithm 1). The pseudo-code of N-UT_Router is shown
in Algorithm 2. The N-UT will exit from the switch matrix
smut through PIP piput, and it will reach a SM smk through
PW pwj and it will finally occupy one of the PIPs reachable
from pwj (let us call this PIP pipx). All the resources that the
N-UT occupies are stored in a temporary solution as well as
marked as already visited (line 11 of Algorithm 2). Each time
the N-UT comes back to the switch matrix smut the check-
Solutions() procedure is invoked (line 14 of Algorithm 2).
This procedure checks whether the temporary solution oc-
cupies more yet untested resources than the current best
solution. If yes, the temporary solution becomes the best
solutions, while no exchange is performed otherwise. Given
the technological constraint discussed above, the procedure
is repeated until the N-UT occupies 100 PIPs. Finally, when
the N-UT construction process is completed, the N-UT is
routed from the PIP-UT to one of the inputs of the ORA
(line 13 of Algorithm 1). Note that, as we previously said,
even if each N-UT targets one PIP, after being routed, the
N-UT covers multiple physical wires and PIPs, thus the test
circuit generation procedure needs always to keep track of
the already covered PIPs (line 12 of Algorithm 1) in order to
avoid considering these as PIP-UT of the following N-UTs,
and thus saving computational time.

It is fundamental to point out that U-TURN relies on the
database of architectural resources described in [27]. This
database contains a compressed (some MBs) but complete
image of the FPGA device architecture extracted from the
Xilinx XDL representation of the entire device (several GBs).
The information stored in the database is used to actually
drive the U-TURN algorithm.

5.5 The OLT(RE)2 CAD Flow

We implemented a set of C++ tools and we integrated them
into the standard Xilinx CAD flow in order to automate
all the activities that need to be carried out to implement
the proposed test strategy. The OLT(RE)2 CAD flow (see

1: Function N-UT Router(piput, nUsedPIPs)
2: if nUsedPIPs > 100 then

3: return
4: end if

5: get the physical wire pwj reachable from piput

6: for each PIP pipx not yet visited and reachable from pwj

do

7: get the physical wire pwy reachable from pipx

8: if pwy has not yet been visited then

9: add pipx and pwy to the temporary solution
10: set pipx and pwy as visited
11: if pipx belongs to smut then

12: checkSolutions()
13: end if

14: N-UT Router(pipx, nUsedPIPs+1)
15: remove pipx and pwy from the temporary solution
16: end if

17: end for

18: return
19: EndFunction

Algorithm 2: The N-UT creation algorithm.
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Fig. 10. The overall OLT(RE)2 CAD flow.

Figure 10) can be divided in two parts: the design-time test
generation and the run-time test execution sub-flows. The
design-time test generation is meant to be performed at
design-time on a ground machine to generate all the test
circuits. The run-time test execution, on the other hand,
is meant to be executed at run-time, on the reconfigurable
system itself, before each reconfiguration.

The flow utilizes the XDL intermediate language. More-
over, it utilizes the typical PR flow of Xilinx; it takes a testing
circuit design (mapped with the Xilinx tool), places and
routes it, and generates a certain number of testing circuits
(in XDL format). Finally, the testing circuits are converted in
the Xilinx NCD format and can be integrated in the normal
Xilinx flow.

5.5.1 The design-time test generation sub-flow

Figure 11 depicts the design-time test generation sub-flow.
The input files consist of a specification of the partitioning of
the system (a .fpf file) that specifies the region(s) under test
(RUTs), the design of the static region and the test circuit
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Fig. 12. The run-time test execution sub-flow.

design (a .xdl file containing the specification of the test
circuit described in Section 5.3).

The first tool, dubbed Routing Resources Analyzer (RRA),
divides the routing resources (physical wires and PIPs), for
each given RUT, in unsupported, i.e., the routing resources
related to BRAMs, DSPs, carry chains and clock distribu-
tion, and testable, i.e., all the remaining routing resources.
Moreover, by reading the design of the static region the
RRA detects and excludes all the routing resources in the
reconfigurable region that belong to the static region. In this
way, the U-TURN algorithm can focus on the sole testable
resources, thus saving time avoiding testing unsupported
ones. At the end of this process, a detailed report of the
testability of the design is created, which lists all routing
resources with their assigned categorization.

The output of RRA contains crucial information for
U-TURN. The execution of U-TURN produces multiple
placed-and-routed test circuits, which cover all testable rout-
ing resources for the RUTs. To carry out this task, three
input files are needed: the list of testable resources, the
partitioning file and the test circuit specification. The result-
ing placed-and-routed test circuits are specified in XDL and
subsequently translated into a Xilinx design file (NCD) or
optionally into a Xilinx hard macro file (NMC) and then
into a (partial) bitstream with the standard Xilinx tools (xdl
and bitgen).

5.5.2 The run-time test execution sub-flow

Figure 12 depicts the run-time test execution sub-flow. This
sub-flow is executed as soon as a reconfiguration of the sys-
tem is needed. The test circuits (either stored in a dedicated
fault tolerant persistent memory or received “just in time”

from the ground station) are exhaustively placed on the area
under test one at a time and the test is executed. After each
test circuit has been properly placed and run, the ORA stores
the result of the test execution in a dedicated distributed
memory. These results are read back by the Test Analyzer
that cumulatively creates the overall test report.

6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We performed three sets of experiments in order to evaluate
the correctness, effectiveness, and efficiency of the proposed
testing approach. First of all, we were interested in verifying
that the designed basic test circuit (without considering
the U-TURN place-and-route algorithm) was actually able
to detect all the possible faults that may occur in the N-
UTs. Then, we wanted to assess the actual fault coverage
that OLT(RE)2 allowed achieving with the generated placed-
and-routed test circuits as well as its efficiency in terms of
time required to generate the test circuits and of size of the
test circuits. Finally, we were also interested in analyzing the
run-time efficiency of the approach in terms of time needed
to transfer the test circuits to the device under test and then
run the entire test. In the following of the section we report
about these points.

6.1 Test Circuit Validation

As a first experiment we have validated the implemented
basic test circuit. More in details, we were interested in
assessing whether the circuit was actually able to detect all
the faults that may occur in the nets connecting the TPG and
the ORA.

In order to do so, we have emulated the occurrence of
faults in the NUTs. In more detail, we have manipulated the
XDL file of the testing circuit to reproduce the effect of faults.
We injected stuck-on/off faults by activating/removing
PIPs in the XDL file; similarly, we injected stuck-at 0/1
by forcing the output of specific LUTs in the TPG to 0/1.
Finally, the XDL file is translated into a “faulty” bitstream
and downloaded in the FPGA device.

The fundamental result of this preliminary validation
campaign is that the designed test circuit is able to detect
100 % of the faults occurring in the N-UTs. Additionally,
100 % of the faults occurring in the routing resources occu-
pied by the Internal Reset Generator and by the Distributed
RAM are detected. The great majority (about 97 %) of the
faults occurring in the routing resources occupied by the
Internal Clock Generator component are also detected. The
only critical sub-component of the test circuit is the Start-
checking Circuit: When faults occur in the routing resources
occupied by this sub-component, the test fails (because the
Start-checking Circuit does not recognize the start of the
test) even if the N-UTs are not affected by faults.

In Table 1 the amount of resources (number of LUTs used
for logic, distributed RAM and shift-registers and number
of used flip-flops as well as the total number of occupied
slices) occupied by the test circuit (i.e., TPG and ORA) for
the four currently supported FPGA families (Spartan-6 and
Virtex-4, -5 and -6) are summarized. The area occupation
in terms of percentage of used resources actually depends
on the specific device: for example, the area occupation on
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TABLE 1
Area occupation of the designed test circuit for several FPGA families.

Family
#LUTs

#FFs #slices
logic memory shift reg.

Virtex-4 35 3 1 11 24
Virtex-5 25 3 1 11 18
Virtex-6 25 3 1 10 20
Spartan-6 33 3 1 13 23

the smallest Virtex-4 device, the FX12 (counting 5472 slices)
is only 0.43 %; of course, the percentage of area occupied
in larger devices will be even smaller. Thus, we argue
that, as expected, the proposed testing technique could be
applied also in case the majority of the FPGA area is already
occupied.

6.2 Design-time Performance Analysis

The second analysis aimed at assessing the performance
of the design-time test circuit generation. We present the
routing resource fault coverage, the time needed to place-
and-route all the required test circuits for various FPGA
families and devices first in order to assess the effectiveness
of the approach, and then for various sizes of the area under
test on the same device, in order to assess scalability.

6.2.1 Experimental Setup

We executed the Design-time test generation flow on eight
devices belonging to four different families (Spartan-6 and
Virtex-4, -5 and -6). In this way, we ensure that OLT(RE)2 can
be utilized on a wide range of FPGAs families. In the effec-
tiveness analysis, one clock region was considered as Area
Under Test. When focusing on scalability, we employed a
Virtex-4 XC4VFX12 device and we considered areas of one
clock region up to four clock regions as Area Under Test. The
U-TURN algorithm was launched on a PC equipped with
an Intel Xeon Processor W3565 with 24 GB of RAM. After
the generation of the test circuits by U-TURN, we assessed
the achieved fault coverage by measuring the amount of
the routing resources of the Area Under Test occupied by
the whole set of test circuits. To do so, we interacted with
the Xilinx FPGA Editor tool and we exploited its internal
representation of the Xilinx devices.

6.2.2 Effectiveness Analysis

We measured the fault coverage achieved by OLT(RE)2 for
several device families and models. Table 2 reports the
results of this first experiment.

For each device family (reported in the first column)
we analysed two devices (second column): a small- and a
large-size one. For each device, columns three, four, and five
report the number of possible stuck-at faults on physical
wires and the number of possible stuck-off and stuck-on
faults on PIPs, respectively; finally, the last three columns
report the achieved coverage for the stuck-at, stuck-off and
stuck-on faults, respectively.

It can be observed that the proposed testing technique
always achieves a high fault coverage (more than 98 % in
most cases) both for stuck-at faults on physical wires and for
stuck-off and stuck-on faults on PIPs. It is worth noting that
these good results are achieved for all the device families,
which are different in terms of architecture.

6.2.3 Efficiency and Scalability Analysis

Table 3 reports about the efficiency of the proposed ap-
proach. More in details, for each device the table shows
the number of test circuits generated to achieve the fault
coverage values reported in Table 2 as well as the total size
(in MB) of the test bitstream suite and the size of the test
bitstream suite after bitstream compression and, finally, the
time required at design time to generate them.

A first consideration that can be drawn from the results
shown in Table 3 is that the time required at design time
to generate the test bitstream suite is quite reasonable,
ranging from about 3 hours for the smallest device up to
about 4 days for the largest one; the generation of the test
bitstreams has to be performed only once at design-time.
Moreover, since the test circuit and the overall approach
are application-independent, it is worth noting that, after
having been generated for a given FPGA device, the test
bitstreams can be used for several reconfigurable systems
using the same device without any modification.

If we look at the size of the test bitstreams we can see
that the “raw” size is very large, ranging from hundreds
of MBs up to some GBs. This may represent a limitation
of the proposed testing technique, since, as we previously
discussed, test bitstreams have to either be stored in an on-
board persistent memory, or received “just in time” from
the ground station. This problem can largely be alleviated
by using a compression algorithm to reduce the size of the
bitstream. Even if bitstream compression was not in the
scope of the paper, we investigated how much the total size
of the bitstream could be reduced. It can be observed that we
reduced the overall suite size to about 10 % of the original
size with a simple run of the ZIP algorithm.

Of course, more sophisticated, ad-hoc, bitstream com-
pression algorithms may further increase the compression
ratio [28]. Another way to optimize the number and the size
of the partial bitstreams is bitstream relocation that, thanks to
the homogeneity of Xilinx FPGAs, allows multiple partial
bitstreams to be generated starting from an “original” one
and only changing its address in the configuration mem-
ory [29], [30]. Finally, test performance could be improved
by placing several testing circuits in parallel. On the other
hand, this could introduce the problem of fault masking.

As an additional experiment we were interested in as-
sessing the scalability of OLT(RE)2. To do so, we performed
multiple experiments in which we applied the approach to a
Virtex-4 device and we increased the size of the Area Under
Test from 1 clock region up to 4 clock regions (representing
half of the entire device).

Table 4 reports the results of this scalability analysis
experiment. More in details, the first four columns report
the size of the Area Under Test in terms of number of clock
regions, the number of stuck-at faults on physical wires
and the number of stuck-off and stuck-on faults on PIPs,
respectively; finally, columns four to six report the achieved
fault coverage values for stuck-at, stuck-off and stuck-on
faults, respectively.

It can be observed that the effectiveness of the proposed
approach in achieving high fault coverage values scales well
w.r.t. the size of the Area Under Test. Indeed, in all cases
more than 98 % of faults are covered by the test bitstreams.
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TABLE 2
Fault coverage achieved by OLT(RE)2

Family Device #PW Sa #PIP Soff #PIP Son SA SOff SOn

Virtex-4
FX12 38,784 444,476 427,792 38,784(100.00 %) 439,074 (98.78 %) 427.646 (99,97 %)
FX100 111,179 1,317,736 1,270,955 111,179 (100.00 %) 1,305,778 (99.09 %) 1,248,119 (98.20 %)

Virtex-5
LX20T 79,425 941,323 900,205 79,225 (99.75 %) 929,720 (98.77 %) 887,975(98.64 %)
LX330T 283,021 3,453,305 3,303,288 282,821 (99.93 %) 3,304,783 (95.70 %) 3,199,157 (96.85 %)

Virtex-6
CX130T 331,684 4,130,930 3,973,033 329,262 (99.27 %) 3,905,723 (94.55 %) 3,866,526 (97.32 %)
LX760 937,398 11,728,174 11,253,950 932,617 (99.49 %) 10,819,240 (92.25 %) 10,648,488 (94.62 %)

Spartan-6
LX9 25,504 268,364 255,940 25,242 (98.97 %) 255,771 (95.30 %) 243,091 (94.98 %)
LX150T 121,804 1,384,587 1,325,959 120,594 (99.01 %) 1,318,006 (95.19 %) 1,274,644 (96.13 %)

TABLE 3
Summary of the performance of OLT(RE)2

Family Device
#
Testing
circuits

Bitstream
Size

Bitstream
Size
(Compr.)

Time

Spartan-6
LX9 4,179 98 MB 10 MB 3h:40m
LX150T 16,328 914 MB 83 MB 40h:48m

Virtex-4
FX12 8,058 249 MB 31 MB 12h:52m
FX100 38,245 1623 MB 149 MB 78h:25m

Virtex-5
LX20T 19,562 1217 MB 96 MB 47h:22m
LX330T 34,081 1555 MB 150 MB 87h:46m

Virtex-6
CX130T 41,053 5418 MB 264 MB 95h:27m
LX760 120,568 7364 MB 719 MB 382h:17m

Finally, Table 5 reports the size of the Area Under Test in
terms of number of clock regions (first column), number of
test circuits generated to achieve the fault coverage values
reported in Table 4 (second column) as well as the total
size (in MB) of the test bitstream suite and the size of the
test bitstream suite after bitstream compression (third and
fourth columns, respectively) and, finally, the time required
at design time to generate them.

Again, it can be observed that the proposed approach
scales well both in terms of test bitstreams size and of
test generation time w.r.t. the size of the Area Under Test.
Given the results of the above presented analyses, we may
conclude that OLT(RE)2 can be effectively and efficiently
used for a wide range of device families and that it does not
suffer from the increase of the size of the area under test.

6.3 Runtime Performance Analysis

In order to demonstrate that the proposed testing approach
can be applied in a real-world scenario on a complete recon-
figurable system, we evaluated the run-time performance
of the testing technique on the Dynamically Reconfigurable
Processing Module (DRPM), a scalable FPGA-based pro-
totyping environment for satellite payload-processing sys-
tems [1]. We were interested in both the time needed to
transfer the test bitstream to the reconfigurable system and
the time required to execute the entire test suite by partially
reconfiguring the FPGA under test.

6.3.1 Experimental Platform

The DRPM combines a rad-hard System on Chip (the
SpaceWire Remote Terminal Controller, based on a LEON2-
FT), dynamically reconfigurable Xilinx FPGAs, and avionic
interfaces, e.g., SpaceFibre and SpaceWire. In particular,
the data processing modules host a Xilinx Virtex-4 FX100
FPGA (which provides dynamic partial reconfigurability).

DDR2-
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Fig. 13. The architecture of the considered reconfigurable module.

The overall architecture of the data processing module used
in our experiment is shown in Figure 13. One of the key
components is the self-hosting reconfiguration controller
(SHRC) which interfaces the internal configuration access
port (ICAP) and the FrameECC controller in the FPGA.
Therefore, the SHRC is used to internally perform dynamic
partial reconfiguration and to readback the configuration of
the FPGA. A MicroBlaze CPU controls SHRC and initiates
internal transfers from/to the DDR2 memory. The FPGA
is partitioned in two main regions: a static region and a
reconfigurable region. Within the static region, the main
components are the Communication module, the SHRC and
the MicroBlaze. The reconfigurable region is the target area
of our test. Given the complexity and completeness of the
DRPM, we believe that it represents the perfect run-time
platform for our experiment.

The test is executed as follows: (i) the test bitstreams
are sent from a host PC to the DDR2-RAM of the target
systems; (ii) the MicroBlaze is triggered and executes partial
dynamic reconfigurations in order to exhaustively place all
the test circuits on the Area Under Test; (iii) the results of the
execution of each test circuit are readback from the DRAM.
Finally, when all the test circuits have been executed, a
report is sent to the host PC.

6.3.2 Results Discussion

The execution of each test circuit on the DRPM took
30.281 ms, while the analysis of the results produced by
each test took 1.373ms. Thus, the execution of the entire
test set (38,245 test circuits) on the DRPM required about
20 minutes. We believe that this number is acceptable if we
take into account that a reconfigurable system employed in
a space mission does not execute frequent reconfigurations.
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TABLE 4
Analysis of the scalability of OLT(RE)2 on the Virtex-4 XC4VFX12 device (achieved fault coverage)

Area Under Test #PW #PIPs SOff #PIPs SOn SA SOff SOn
1 clock region 38,784 444,476 427,792 38,784 (100.00 %) 439,074 (98.78 %) 427,646 (99.97 %)
2 clock region 83,510 1,013,107 978,481 83,510 (100.00 %) 1,000,594 (98.76 %) 976,606 (99.81 %)
3 clock region 127,948 1,575,888 1,523,548 127,948 (100.00 %) 1,558,411 (98.89 %) 1,520,071 (99.77 %)
4 clock region 396,382 2,120,036 2,050,807 396,382 (100.00 %) 2,098,496 (98.98 %) 2,046,229 (99.78 %)

TABLE 5
Analysis of the scalability of OLT(RE)2 on the Virtex-4 XC4VFX12

device (number and size of the test bitstreams and generation time)

RUT #testCirc. B. Size B. Size (Compr.) Time
1 clk reg. 8,058 249 MB 31 MB 12h:52m
2 clk reg. 19,014 999 MB 88 MB 34h:56m
3 clk reg. 30,552 1863 MB 148 MB 72h:07m
4 clk reg. 41,011 2912 MB 215 MB 102h:18m

Moreover, we estimated the time required to transfer the
entire test suite from a hypothetical ground station to a
hypothetical satellite hosting the DRPM: considering the
bandwidth reported in [5] (306 Mbps) and considering
the total size of the compressed suite reported in Table 3
(162 MB) we estimated a total transfer time of about 4
seconds, that, again is reasonable for a space mission.

7 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have proposed OLT(RE)2, a testing technique meant
to be applied on-line and on-demand to detect permanent
faults in reconfigurable systems. We believe that the pro-
posed technique is particularly interesting for a twofold
reason: on the one hand, it can help designers in making the
use of state-of-the-art high-performance commercial-grade
FPGAs viable for space applications; on the other hand, it
could help in low-cost application scenarios where high-end
radiation-hardened devices are not affordable. Experimental
results have shown that the proposed approach may be
applied to a large set of FPGA families and models, always
allowing the great majority of faults both in physical wires
and PIPs to be detected. Furthermore, OLT(RE)2 has demon-
strated to be highly scalable both in terms of execution time
and of number and size of the test circuits when increasing
the size of the Area Under Test. Finally, an experiment car-
ried out on a test-bed reconfigurable system demonstrated
that the time required to transfer and apply the test circuits
makes the proposed approach viable for real-world space
applications.

As future work we plan to introduce bitstream relocation
and bitstream compression in the proposed flow to further
decrease the size of the bitstream and thus the transfer time.
Additionally, we aim at developing new test circuits with
the goal of performing a more fine-grained fault diagnosis in
case a fault is detected at run-time, thus making it possible
to re-use partially faulty areas.
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